Mauchly And Eckert built ENIAC

ENIAC

First customer

UNIVAC – UNIVersal Automatic Computer

London:
  - Lyons Food Co.
  - LEO (Lyons Electronic Office)

1948 – Harry Straus

Feb. 1, 1950 – sold business to Remington Rand

1952, CBS-Walter Cronkite, UNIVAC

1951, IBM built 20 scientific computers

1953, IBM 650
Late 1950’s – software problem:

Software crisis:

FORTRAN (FORmula TRANslations)

COBOL (Common Business Oriented Language)

Compiler


Jack Kilby from TI

Robert Noyte from Fairchild CA.

1961, Russia launched astronaut.

At NASA – space ship must have small and lightweight computer

Stephen Wozniak and Stephen Jobs

Eckert and Mauchly’s patent